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Dual function 14 degree tilt / 48 degree tipping tray.
TILTIP Overview.
TILTIP represents flexibility, versatility, and utilisation.
Tilta Industries’ designed its patented dual function 48 deg tipper / 14 deg Tilt Tray to address issues associated with the
positioning of mobile and non-mobile equipment on and off site whilst enhancing logistics efficiencies.
It uses one cab chassis, one set of hydraulics, and simple in-cab and remote operator controls to improve labour and
equipment utilization, meeting corporate return criteria on capital investment. There are no weight penalties over a
conventional single function tipping tray.
The Tiltip Design Philosophy addresses known OH&S Issues associated with the loading & positioning of ancillary equipment
such as bob cats, excavators, dozers, and other non-mobile equipment including bulk bins and site offices
on and off site. It provides functionality and versatility and gives the operator a safe and accessible workplace to conduct
start-up/shut-down, and load restraint procedures
The Tiltip design is compatible with OEM mid/heavy range rigid cab chassis, commencing with the 4x2, 7.5 ton GVM, 4.5
meter tray and 3 ton payload, ranging up through the 4, 6, 8, and 9 ton payloads, and then on to the 6x4, 24 ton GVM cab
chassis with 7 to 9 meter trays catering for the 10 & 12 ton payload requirements
Tilta Industries has qualified for an Australian Industry Federal Grant to develop a series of quick release emergency skids
customised for fire, flood and tempest disaster management and local authority infrastructure support activities which compliment
the Tiltip operation.
Customised skids are “winched on”/“ tip or tilt off”, and applications include; site offices, bulk waste bins, electronic traffic signs,
water carts, ablution and mess facilities, lighting & emergency generators, pumping equipment, etc.
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Step 1 – Consider the Consequences

Step 2 – Consider the Likelihood

What are the consequences of this incident occurring?
Consider what could reasonably have happened as
well as what actually happened.
Look at the descriptions and choose the most suitable
Consequence.

What is the likelihood of the consequence identified
in step 1 happening? Consider this with the current
controls in place.
Look at the descriptions and choose the most
suitable Likelihood.
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Step 3 – Calculate the Risk
A. Take Step 1 rating and select the correct column.
B. Take Step 2 Rating and select the correct line.
C. The calculated risk score is where the two ratings
cross
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